
Elite Sailing – Additional Terms and Conditions During Covid 19 

These additional terms and conditions are to be read in addition to the standard terms and 

conditions on the website and, in the case of any conflict, they supersede the standard terms. 

1. Covid 19 Event.  The following are defined as Covid 19 events which are beyond the control 

of either customers or Elite Sailing: 

a. A change of Government regulation or guidance that compels Elite Sailing or a customer 

to suspend a planned course and postpone it to a later date. 

b. An instructor developing Covid-19 symptoms or having to self-isolate for any reason. 

c. A customer developing Covid-19 symptoms or having to self-isolate for any reason. 

d. Any other direct consequence of the epidemic that acts to prevent a course or event 

running as scheduled. 

2. Provisional Bookings.  All new bookings and re-bookings of previously postponed bookings 

are provisional in that they may be postponed if a Covid 19 event occurs. 

3. Postponements.  Where a course or sailing has to be postponed due to a Covid 19 event, the 

parties will work to find new dates that can be mutually agreed.  There shall be no arbitrary 

time limit for this but Elite Sailing must offer the earliest reasonable replacement taking 

account of all relevant factors and a choice of alternatives and the customer must not 

unreasonably withhold agreement. 

4. Where a course or sailing has to be postponed due to a Covid 19 event there shall be no 

penalty to either party. 

5. Customer Safety Agreement.  In making a booking a customer declares that he or she has 

read Elite Sailing’s Covid 19 Risk Mitigation Policy for Practical Courses - Customer 

Information, (or the equivalent document for adventure sailing), is satisfied that measures 

are reasonable and sufficient and will comply with these procedures and associated requests 

by the instructor. 


